
PERSONAL COACHING PROGRAM
DREAM ACHIEVER™



VISION
To ignite the heart and mind of every LCI team member.

MISSION
To educate, equip, and empower LCI team members to live more 
engaged and intentional lives through performance coaching and 
community connection, to help transform business and society.

THE DREAM ACHIEVER JOURNEY
LCI’s Dream Achiever program is a six-month journey of personal 
coaching, with an emphasis on developing a productive mindset 
toward achieving personal goals in life. The team connections serve to 
connect LCI team members for the purpose of developing meaningful 
relationships among teammates and to create a support system for 
achieving personal and professional goals. 
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BECOME A DREAM ACHIEVER
Reach out to  dreamachiever@lci1.com

for more information.
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WHAT OUR LEADERS ARE SAYING
“The Dream Achiever has impacted hundreds of lives in my plant at 228 and the windows 

division. The impact of the Dream Achiever program has led our team members to live more 

joyful, engaged personal lives, while seeing them more aligned, committed, and productive 

as team members at LCI. This brings personal satisfaction to me as a leader that I can give 

back to my people and provide them a process that equips them to live a more enriched life. 

In addition, seeing what my team members dreams are, my leadership team can use this as 

a tool to be more engaged in our team member’s lives, along with sharing our network of 

resources to assist in accomplishing their dreams.”    

 – Toby Crowley, GM
 

“The Dream Achiever program is one of the best initiatives that I’ve seen come to fruition 

since my career started at LCI. The positive, life-changing impact that our Dream Achiever 

and Leadership Development teams have been able to have on our people’s lives is 

incredible. It is truly inspiring to be a part of a company that not only consistently talks about 

its core values, but actually lives them out every single day! This is just another piece to the 

LCI puzzle that makes us so unique compared to the rest.” 

-Braxton Cave, GM
 

“The Dream Achiever program has offered many advantages to plant 58 including: happier 

team members, more trusting team members, more confident team members, and more 

successful team members. However, with all of those advantages, one of the things that 

it has done the most is to further ENGAGE our team members. The process is a big 

commitment from both LCI and the team member, and takes quite a bit of time depending 

on how extensive the dream is. That time spent locks in the team member to their dream and 

LCI at the same time. This process of engaging team members and offering them time to add 

value to their lives has been a difference maker here at plant 58. 

We are ALL IN on the Dream Achiever program.” 

– Josh Black, GM
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